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1 Introduction 

    Research on low power systems has received a great amount of attention in recent years 

since the sustainability of current technologies and practices has become a serious issue. A 

few example systems where lowering power usage is critical are: 

 Wireless sensors: several sensors extract data from the environment concurrently, 

transmit these data to a processing unit and receive processed data accompanied by 

appropriate commands from the processing unit [1-5]. The sensors and their 

receiver/transmitter are generally powered by battery and/or solar cells. 

 Satellite circuits: Satellites typically involve massive number of complex circuits that 

must work in low power. These circuits are supplied by solar cells, the only available 

power supply in satellites. 

 Robots and surveillance devices: these devices are heavily used in army, mine extraction 

and in difficult or unsafe environments for humans. 

 Cell phones and laptops: these devices are powered by batteries which are expected to 

work for a long time. 

In the meantime, stiff increases in energy price and the environmental impact of carbon 

dioxide emissions associated with energy generation and transportation have forced the issue 

of reducing energy consumption to be extended to a broader range of system including High 

Performance Computing Systems (HPCS).    
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Various issues such as resource management in both software and hardware levels must be 

addressed to reduce energy consumption in HPCS. An important issue in hardware resource 

management is how to reduce power usage in processors. In the recent past, many hardware-

based approaches have been made to efficiently reduce energy consumption, particularly for 

processors. Dynamic voltage-frequency scaling (DVFS) is perhaps the most appealing 

method incorporated into many recent processors. Energy savings with this method is based 

on the fact that the power consumption in CMOS circuits has direct relation with frequency 

and the square of voltage supply. In this case, the execution time and power consumption can 

be controlled by switching between processor's frequencies and voltages. Although this 

approach was initially designed for single processor task scheduling [6], it has recently 

received much attention in multiprocessor systems as well [7, 8]. 

    DVFS technique and task scheduling can be combined in two ways: (1) schedule 

generation, and (2) slack reclamation. In the schedule generation, tasks graph are 

(re)scheduled on DVFS-enabled processors in a global cost function including both energy 

saving and makespan to meet both energy and time constraints at the same time [9-12]. In 

slack reclamation, which works as post processing procedure on the output of scheduling 

algorithms, DVFS technique is used to minimize the energy consumption of tasks in a 

schedule generated by a separate scheduler. The existing methods based on DVFS technique, 

however, have two major shortcomings: (1) most of them focus on schedule generation and 

do not adequately take the slack reclamation approaches into account to save more energy, 

and (2) the existing slack reclamation methods use only one frequency for each task among 

all discrete set of processor’s frequencies. Using one frequency usually results in uncovered 

slack time where processor and other devices only waste energy. 

2 Energy Efficiency in HPCS 

    Many of electronic systems in our life such as satellite systems, cell-phones, game 

instruments and so on are using rechargeable batteries as their power supplies. Although the 

battery capacity has been grown significantly in recent years (the battery capacity increases 

5% per year), battery life is still the major drawback for most of electronic systems. In 

addition to power-aware battery-based systems, the issue of energy consumption has recently 

attracted a great amount of attention in high performance computing systems (HPCS). Energy 

consumption issue in such systems can be classified into three groups: (1) system-level 



resource allocation, (2) service-level energy-load distribution, and (3) task scheduling level 

(Figure 2-1).  

In the system-level, the problem is how to distribute computational resources (e.g. CPU, 

network, memory and I/O) between large scale data storages and processing centers (such as 

supercomputers and data centers). Fairly distribute resources among applications (or services) 

not only requires to obtain individual adaptation among resources but also needs to 

understand the interaction between individual resources when they work as a system. 

Therefore, the big challenge here is to find both the relationship among system resources and 

their trade-off, which may cause an optimal balance between performance, QoS and energy 

consumption [13]. Among different technologies in system-level for managing resources 

between workloads, virtualization becomes a key technology in data centers. Virtualization 

allows the computational resources to be shared between different workloads. Many of 

incoming workloads to data centers are medium size workloads which often require a small 

fraction of the computational resources. The servers typically spend around 70% of their 

maximum power consumption even in low utilization. With virtualization, such workloads 

can be run within a virtual machine (VM) causing significant saving in overall energy usage. 

The associated VMs may require fewer amounts of resources and therefore they can be run 

on a single hardware unit. It is obvious that less hardware is used in overall, less energy is 

wasted for both working on and cooling of the servers.  

    In the service-level, energy reduction by load balancing, scheduling and mapping 

workloads is concerned. The main challenge is to utilize appropriate algorithms to both 

multiplex/demultiplex workloads in order to save energy and make a trade-off between 

performance and service cost reduction because of energy savings. Also, to avoid hotspot in 

data centers due to high-loaded nodes, services can be moved from nodes with high-load and 

high temperature to nodes with smaller load and lower temperature. Generally, this 

movement of services should happen when the destination nodes can operate the services in 

an energy efficient way [13].  

    In site-level/hardware level, the focus of this article, the operating system (OS) and 

hardware configuration such as dynamic power management, micro-architecture techniques 

and dynamic voltage scaling are used to decrease power. Here, the typical question could be: 

"What is the suitable OS/hardware configuration to process tasks in the shortest possible 

time and with minimum energy?" 



3 Dynamic Power Management (DPM) 

    Dynamic power management (DPM) is an operating system level mechanism to 

dynamically configure the hardware. This mechanism tries to use minimum amount of active 

components for the requested services and performance [14]. Generally, computing systems 

and their components are utilized non-uniformly by workloads during operation time. 

Therefore by dividing system operation time into different working states, the next state of 

workload can be predicted regarding to the previous states of workload with combination of 

the current state.   

    DPM is a set of computational techniques to save power by selectively turning on and off 

of system components or moving them low-power states in idle time. Typically, there is a 

power manager (PM) to control the components working states. PM makes decision based on 

observing the workload behaves during runtime and assuming some assumption about the 

workload. PM then follows some policies to manage power. For example, one simple policy 

which is already used in Laptops is turning off the system after spending pre-defined seconds 

of time in idle. In literation, several works on DPM-based task scheduling can be found. In 

[15], authors present an online greedy scheduling algorithm for independent tasks. The 

algorithms attempts to reduce energy consumption by ordering task execution so that devices 

can have continuous long idle periods to be shut down. Moreover, reducing the number of 

device on/off shrinks transition delays between device operating states. Unlike most real-time 

DPM techniques which are CPU-enteric, authors in [16] focus on I/O devices by proposing 

 

Figure 2-1. Energy consumption levels in HPCS 

 



an offline branch-and-bound algorithm regard to finding optimal energy schedule for a given 

task set and meeting all real-time deadlines. As operating system (OS) observes the 

relationship between processes and hardware devices, in [17], an approach to reduce energy 

consumption of I/O devices in interactive systems is proposed. After estimating the 

utilization of a device from each running process on the system by the OS, a device leads to a 

low-power state if it is not running any process. Also, it is proved that even when no timing 

dependency is considered solving optimal low-power task scheduling for DPM on multiple 

devices is categorized as an NP hard problem.   

 

3.1 Simple shutdown 

    This is important to note that clock gating, a power-saving technique utilized in many 

synchronous circuits, does not decrease the loss of power [14]. First, power loss still exists in 

clock circuit when there is local clock gating or the clock generator is active. Second, leakage 

currents in components always waste power even all clocks are off. Therefore, clock gating 

may be inefficient to save power in battery-based devices. A simple but useful policy for 

battery-based devices is simply turning off them in the idle time. The main benefit of this 

policy is that it can be used in almost all electronic systems both digital and analog, sensors 

and transducers. However, the major drawback is the time of activating the device (as the 

components must be initialized) which typically is more than the clock gating. 

3.2 OnNow 

    Microsoft OnNow is a power management tool in operating system level which supports 

OSPM (Operating System-directed configuration and Power Management) in personal 

computers with capability to move to different power states. This method uses hardware 

capability of computers to move to sleep mode instead of turning off [14]. The general policy 

in OSPM is that operating system automatically sends computer to sleep mode when 

computer is in idle for some time or when user press a button on the front of computer to 

indicate that the session has been done. In sleep mode, processor and peripherals do not work 

but some components are still working for capturing events. If an event happens in either 

software or hardware, the system wakes up and goes to active state. 

    With OnNow, operating system can control the global power-state transitions. Depending 

on the global power policy, the system may move to sleep depending on the reports coming 

from hardware. Also, the current running applications can be configured to wake up the 

system. As each component of the system has its own power states, it can go to sleep 



independent from other components even when some parts of system are working. Therefore, 

another policy of system is to adapt special requirements of each application with both 

system capabilities and operating system information in order to save energy without harmful 

influence on the work that user is doing. 

3.3 Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI) 

    Advanced Configuration and Power Interface (ACPI), supported by Intel, Microsoft and 

Toshiba, is a standard to simplify OSDM by introducing standard interface to control system 

recourses [14]. This standard, however, does not provide a unique and proper procedure to 

control all systems efficiently. For example, ACPI-related policies are different between 

desktop computers and laptops. So it is necessary to apply different policies on a system and 

examine which combination of policies can help the system work energy efficient. A study to 

find the best policies for desktop and laptop has been published in [18]. Among existing 

operating systems, Microsoft Windows 98 is the only one fully supports ACPI, while 

Windows XP/Vista/200, Linux and desktop version of SunOS partially support ACPI [14]. 

4 Micro-Architecture Techniques 

    The increase of circuits’ temperature due to the sharp increase of the number of transistors 

per cm2 has led the circuit designers to enhance and modify the architecture and design of 

microprocessors (such as on-chip system integrations, multi-clock frequency implementation, 

multiple voltages). As in CMOS circuits, there is a  direct relation between the clock 

frequency and power consumption and consequently circuit temperature, the issue of power 

consumption in a circuit can easily limit the maximum clock frequency. In another word, in 

order to face this problem, power/performance and power/cost optimization must be 

considered for designing new microprocessor.  Two major micro-architecture techniques to 

power reduction are Adaptive architecture and cache management [14] as follows. 

4.1 Adaptive architecture 

    Since there is strong dependency between the performance of DPM policies and workload 

statistics, static prediction of workload becomes ineffective when the workload is either 

unknown or non-stationary.  Therefore, DPM requires some form of adaptation. The idea of 

adaptation is based on predicting of workload timer duration or sometimes using several 

timeout for non-stationary workloads. Krishnan et al in [19] use a set of timeout values where 

each timeout is associated with an index to show how well this timeout value is. Then the 



best timeout which performs best among the set of available ones is chosen as the adaptation 

policy. Another work was done by Helmbold et al in [20] which keeps a list of candidate 

timeouts and assigns a weight to each timeout. The actual timeout is the weighted average of 

all candidates. To find more information about prediction policies refer to Langen and 

Juurlink  work in [21].  

4.2 Cache management 

    Memory is one of the power-hungry components in most of computer systems. Based on a 

report from IBM eServer machine [22] memory spends about 40% of the total energy which 

ranks it as the second power consumer in computing systems after processor. In addition to 

computing systems, memory is still one of the biggest power consumers in PDAs and laptops. 

The reduction of memory power is important as in most of computing systems memory 

works and consumes power continuously. 

    Power-Aware Virtual Memory (PAVM), proposed by Huang et al. in [23], is a recent 

powerful scheme to reduce memory power consumption by allocating active pages to the 

same memory. This scheme is used for the main memory and at operating system level. The 

idea behind this schema is that it turns on the active ranks of p and turns off inactive ranks 

while p is being scheduled. A rank is defined as an active rank of process p if and only if at 

least one page from the rank is mapped into the address space of p. The main drawback of 

this schema is the amount of buffer cache it uses. Buffer caches are used as a bridge between 

hard disk and main memory. Increasing total memory size results in increasing amount of 

buffer cache and therefore occupying bigger part of the memory. To find more information 

about different cache management techniques based on PAVM scheme refer to [22-24].   

5 Dynamic Voltage-Frequency Scaling (DVFS) 

    Dynamic voltage-frequency scaling is a modern technique in computer architecture to 

reduce energy consumption of microprocessors or control amount of generated heat by 

circuits. This technique is commonly utilized in battery-based devices such as laptops and 

cell phones where decreasing the energy usage of battery is necessary. In addition, DVFS is 

used in high-computing nodes not only to decrease the power of the nodes but also to save 

more energy to cool down the nodes’ places.  An approximation model shows that the 

dynamic power in CMOS circuits is a linear function of both switching frequency and voltage 

square as:       , where C is the effective switching capacity per clock cycle. Therefore, a 



workload (or task) can save more energy when it is executed in lower voltage and frequency. 

In general, a computing node executes several tasks with inter-task relationships (e.g., 

precedence constraints) simultaneously. These inter-task relationships typically incur slack 

time (idle time) between tasks where can be used by DVFS to reduce energy usage. 

Specifically, the slack time associated with a task is utilized to execute the task in a lower 

voltage-frequency; this in turn results in energy reduction.  

    In recent years, there has been a significant amount of work on low-power task scheduling 

using DVFS technique, especially in real-time embedded systems and HPCS. The main idea 

of most existing algorithms is that the processor slack time should be filled by switching the 

processor operating frequency to lowest possible frequency; this changes the DVFS problem 

to estimating of the processors' slack time and the tasks' timing information (e.g. task 

deadline, task release time and task execution time). Based on the tasks' timing information 

availability, energy-aware task scheduling in embedded systems is categorized into two 

groups: real-time scheduling and non-real-time scheduling.  

    In real-time scheduling, task release time (i.e., arrival time) and total number of CPU 

cycles needed to complete each task (i.e., task execution time) are unknown a priori. There 

are many studies to apply DVFS in real-time scheduling scenarios. In [25] and [26] low-

power scheduling of multi tasks while meeting given hard timing constraints in the operating 

system (OS) has been studied. The main assumption in these coarse-grained DVFS 

approaches – which is practically difficult to achieve– is that the total number of CPU cycles 

required to execute each task is fixed and available as a priori. In [27], an energy aware 

scheduling algorithm is formulated into a mathematical programming formulation of the 

scheduling and voltage/frequency assignment problem. To speed up the algorithm, a schedule 

table at design time is constructed to provide multiple scheduling options for each task; these 

multiple scheduling may use complex algorithms to build the schedule table at design time.  

    A stochastic allocation, non-linear integer programming based scheduling algorithm is 

proposed in [28] for multiprocessor platforms. In addition to exact analytic formulation of the 

stochastic objective function based on the task graph analysis for scheduling, the authors also 

extend the timetable constraint for conditional activities to improve their stochastic resource 

allocation. In [29], probabilistic distribution of all tasks' execution time is used to better 

partition the workload and consequently reduce more energy consumption. Then a 

polynomial-time heuristic method is proposed to convert the problem of scheduling, which is 

NP-hard, into a probability-based load balancing problem; this problem then is solved with 

worst-fit decreasing bin-packing heuristic. Authors in [30] consider uncertainty in execution 



times of tasks and model each varied execution time as a random variable. Then two 

algorithms are proposed for both uniprocessor and multiprocessor using probabilistic 

approach; these algorithms are designed to both minimize total energy consumption of the 

system and satisfy timing constraints with a guaranteed confidence probability. However, 

their algorithms for multiprocessor platforms suffer from exponential complexity. 

   In energy harvesting systems – embedded systems working in environment without access 

to energy power–, low-power scheduling using DVFS increases their lifetime. In such 

systems, tasks are periodic and generally simple; also their schedulers try to find an optimal 

trade-off between energy consumption and deadline miss rate of tasks – which means time 

constraint are not hard in such systems. In [31], Adaptive Scheduling DVFS (AS-DVFS) is 

proposed which simplifies the original scheduling problem by decoupling/separating timing 

and energy constraints; then, AS-DVFS adjusts the processor/processors operating frequency 

(1) based on workload information, and (2) under the timing and energy constraints towards 

achieving the whole system energy efficiency. Scheduling algorithm in [32] reduce energy 

consumption by (1) assigning tasks to the processing element with lower operating 

frequency, and (2) migrating these tasks among processors. Authors in [33] propose 

UTilization Based (UTB) algorithm  by combining energy harvesting awareness, DVFS, and 

task slack management to reduce energy consumption of periodic tasks on multiprocessor 

systems.  The proposed a low-complexity task scheduling algorithm is based on the concept 

of task CPU utilization – defined as the worst-case task execution time divided by its period.  

    In [34], an intra-task voltage scheduling algorithm based on a static timing analysis of an 

application is proposed; at first, a given task is partitioned into several segments, and then 

appropriate supply voltage (resulting from static timing analysis of previous segments and 

based on worse-case execution time of the task) is assigned for each segment. The authors 

claim that this scheduling algorithm has a high energy reduction ratio by fully exploiting all 

the slack times, and choosing suitable voltage/frequency to fill these slack times as much as 

possible. A software feedback loop based method is proposed in [35] where for each time slot 

a deadline is provided. Then, processor operating frequency of current slot is calculated based 

on (1) the slack time generated in the previous slot, and (2) the worst-case execution time of 

the current slot. The main assumption in both mentioned DVFS methods is that the worse-

case execution time of each segment/slot of a task is known which is difficult to reach in 

many applications; for instance, in MPEG decoding it is too hard to precisely 

estimate/calculate the worse-case execution time of each frame. Although calculating a single 

unique worse-case execution time for all frames in a specific video can be an option – and 



also easy–, it cannot significantly use the potential of DVFS-based techniques to reduce 

energy consumption. Authors in [36] focus on energy efficient MPEG decoding by proposing 

an effective DVFS algorithm based on future workload prediction; frame-based history is 

used to predict computational workload of an incoming frame. This prediction gives this 

opportunity to pick suitable voltage/frequency of the processor, and provide the exact amount 

of computing power to decode the frame. Therefore, decoding time of a frame is divided into 

two parts: frame-dependent part and frame-independent part. The statistical variation in 

dependent-part of a frame is compensated by its independent-part; this allows a considerable 

energy saving with less degradation of QoS.  

    While in non-real-time scheduling, timing information of tasks is available in compile 

time. Having this information allows schedulers (such as list scheduler) to be developed by 

maximizing processor utilization with meeting all deadlines [6, 9]. This type of scheduling 

involves most of the large-scale computational problems such as bioinformatics, chemistry 

and object recognition in machine vision applications [37]. In [38], tasks are first scheduled 

using list-scheduling algorithm where the mutual of the slack time is used as the tasks’ 

priorities. Then, these slack times are distributed among tasks on each critical path; thus 

processors can move to lower frequency/voltage and consume less energy.  In [39] scheduled 

tasks are re-scheduled by an extended list-scheduling algorithm. At each time step, the 

algorithm first calculates energy saving of a task when it is scheduled at the current step and 

the next step. The difference between the energy of these two steps are represented as the 

task’s energy saving. Then a task with a higher energy saving and lower slack time gets 

higher priority to be scheduled. A two-phase solution is proposed in [40] where a version of 

early-deadline-first scheduling algorithm is utilized in the first phase for assigning a task to a 

best-fit processor regard to the task ready time and the processor free time; in the second 

phase, the proper voltage/frequency of the processor to run each task is then is solved by an 

Integer Linear Programming (ILP). 

    There are many algorithms in the literature for energy-efficient real-time and non-real-time 

scheduling embedded systems – where these algorithms are suitable for platforms with small 

number of processors and mostly assume the tasks (periodic or aperiodic) are independent; 

however, a few algorithms have been developed for reduction of power consumption in 

HPCS using DVFS and DPM. In [41], the authors present a theoretical framework for 

energy-efficient e-business datacenters and introduce an automatic power and performance 

management methodology; their methodology uses mathematically-rigorous optimization 

technique to optimize performance/watt regard to meeting performance constraints and 



minimizing energy consumption. There are a few optimization techniques for online 

scheduling algorithms generally by deploying popular heuristic algorithms like MET, Min-

Min, Max-Min, OLB, or fast greedy [42, 43]. Moreover, in [42, 44, 45] meta-heuristic 

algorithms such as Simulated Annealing and Tabu have been proposed.  

    Authors in [46] study the effect of virtualization for power-aware consolidation with 

proposing a dynamic configuration technique/algorithm  to effectively optimize the power in 

virtualized server clusters and dynamically manage it. In the case of consolidation of multiple 

services/applications on such virtualized clusters, a dynamic configuration was developed 

based on a mixed integer programming (MIP) formulation [47]. This power-efficient 

approach also takes into account the cost of frequently on/off the servers. However, this 

approach is too slow to make a proper decision for an online scheduler.  In [48], Virtual 

Machine (VM) is used for executing HPC applications to reduce energy consumption of 

virtualized datacenters by supporting VM migration and VM placement optimization with 

less human interaction; also overhead of virtualization is taken into account. The usage of 

different datacenters with distributed locations has been presented in [49] in order to 

distribute workload among these datacenters regard to minimizing power consumption and 

guarantee SLA.  Another dynamic job scheduling policy is proposed in [50] for power-aware 

resource allocation in a virtualized datacenter. In addition to considering into account the 

overhead of virtualization, the technique tries to gather workloads from separate machines 

into a smaller number of nodes, turns off more servers and thus reduces the overall datacenter 

power consumption. 

     In [51], Just-in-time DVFS technique was presented to fill slack time in MPI programs. A 

system called Jitter was utilized to reduce the frequency on nodes with more slack times and 

fewer computations. The goal of Jitter was to be sure that they came just in time without 

increasing overall execution time. Ge et al. in [7] applied DVS technique on processors that 

did not work in peak performance during execution of a parallel application. The best 

processor frequency of each task was selected by analyzing computation and communication 

power profiles collected before execution. A method to reduce power consumption was 

presented in [10] by adaptively activating and deactivating hardware resources, especially 

memory for intensive HPC applications. Cache missing in accessing the main memory also 

plays a great role in adjusting and triggering processors slack times. 

    Lee and Zomaya in [10] presented a DVFS-based algorithm to minimize both completion 

time and energy consumption of precedence-constrained parallel jobs on HPC systems. This 

method tried to minimize a summation of two cost functions: completion time and energy. 



Therefore, the final result was a trade-off between the quality of scheduling and energy 

consumption. In [52, 53] multiple frequency selection algorithm is presented. The idea is that 

instead of execution of a task with only one frequency, the task is executed with a linear 

combination of all frequencies in the DVFS-enabled processor. This results in covering more 

slack between tasks and therefore more energy saving. The authors in [54] study this multiple 

selection mathematically. They realized that a task can reach to its minimum energy 

consumption with it is executed with a linear combination of at most two frequencies (not all 

frequencies). When a simplified version of DVFS is used (i.e., frequency has proportional 

relation with voltage) these two frequencies are adjacent. Ding et al. in [55] introduced the 

concept of energy scalability in formal terms. In addition to study energy efficiency/iso-

efficiency concept, they extended an analytical model to study tradeoffs between 

performance and energy saving in HPCS. In [56], the slack times in real-time applications 

were classified into static, work and shared lack groups for multiple dependent tasks on 

multiple DVFS-enabled processors. Then a dynamic dependency aware task scheduling was 

proposed to adjust voltage/frequency of each processor regarding tasks' real time deadlines. 

Hotta [57] presented a profiled-based power-performance optimization method utilizing 

DVFS in HPCS. Here, the execution of a program was divided into several regions. In trial 

steps, profile information of each region (including power and execution profiles) was 

extracted and then utilized to find its best combination of processors' voltages and 

frequencies. 

    Authors in [58] present their power-aware scheduling algorithms for bag of-tasks 

applications with deadline constraints on DVS-enabled cluster systems; this scheduling 

algorithms tries to both minimize power consumption and meet the deadlines specified by 

application users. In [59], an upper limit for system energy usage was chosen externally. 

Then a combination of performance modeling and performance prediction was used to reduce 

execution times with respect to their predefined energy usage upper limit. After creating 

models for both execution time and energy consumption, key parameters of models were 

estimated by executing a program for a small number of times and then regressing the 

estimated parameters. Here, for better estimation of parameters, the following steps were 

iterated until a proper schedule is achieved: (1) using models to predict each possible 

scheduling of tasks, (2) executing the program a few times with the best predicted schedule 

and (3) updating estimated key parameters. Rountree et al in [60] proposed an energy-aware 

schedule generation algorithm for DVFS-enabled processors where a combination of all 

processor frequencies is involved into an overall linear programming optimization. An energy 



reduction algorithm was proposed by Kimura et al in [8] for power scalable high performance 

cluster supporting DVFS. In a simplified version of this algorithm, the suitable frequency 

among discrete set of processor’s frequencies are chosen for each task regarding to each 

task’s slack time.  

5.1 DVFS and DPM combination techniques 

   It is worth noting that there are several works in literature to reduce power consumption by 

combining both DVFS and DPM. A Markovian decision processes based DPM model is 

presented by the authors in [61] which is a uniform modelling framework for both DVS and 

DPM. Another stochastic approach is proposed in [62] where the authors combine DVS and 

renewal theory based DPM approach. Despite the effectiveness, these two stochastic 

approaches cannot handle tasks with hard deadline constraints or dependency; the hard 

deadline constraint is addressed in [63] 
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